Chill-Pak™ Collapsible Insulated Knock-Down Tote Panels
for Plastic Reusable Totes

Chill-Pak™ pre-qualified recyclable polyurethane (PUR) insulated knock-down tote panels
provide exceptional protection for temperature-sensitive food, pharma, and biologic
applications over longer shipping cycles. Ship CRT, refrigerated, and frozen products
anywhere safely, confidently, and cost-effectively. Choose panels for standard tote sizes or
allow us to retrofit panels to fit your existing custom tote sizes.
Ideal solution for reusability within closed-distribution loops.
Advantages
 Maintains temperature-sensitive products over longer shipping cycles. Typically runs
48-72h for 2-8c and CRT applications compared to EPS (Styrofoam).
 Chill-Pak™ unique “knock-down” collapsible panel design allows insulated panels
to arrive flat, saving valuable warehouse and truck floor space while reducing inbound
freight costs.
 Polyurethane panels are highly durable and do not flake or have brittle properties.
 Simplifies and normalizes the distribution process flow by eliminating “set asides” or
special handling in line with existing operational processes.
 Eliminates the need of overnight shipping. Can ship totes via your service fleet, LT
freight, or ground for longer shipping cycles.
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Chill-Pak™ tote panel inserts maintain colder temperatures
over longer shipping cycles under the most rigorous
environmental conditions.
Coolers not only prevent rejections or product failures due to
shipping unforeseen delays, but also eliminate the costly
requirement of overnight/next day shipments.

Cooler Specifications & Configurations
Part No.

Temp.
Range

Shipping
Duration

Payload
ID

Outside
Dimensions

Wall
Thickness

RT-171208

CRT, 2-8°C, 0°C

48-72h

17.5 x 12.5 x 6

20.5 x 15.5 x 9

1.5

RT-191110

CRT, 2-8°C, 0°C

48-72h

19.5 x 11 x 10

22.5 x 14 x 13

1.5

RT-201109

CRT, 2-8°C, 0°C

48-72h

20 x 11 x 9

23 x 14 x 12

1.5

Additional standard stock sizes and custom specifications available upon request.

Custom Shape-Molded Solutions
Our expertise in package design and unique
manufacturing capabilities combine to allow us to
create the perfect custom-fit panel your totes
without high-cost of custom molds.
Our customized polyurethane molded cushions are
designed for products that require a consistent,
precise fit and superior product protection.
Proprietary scalable manufacturing process allows
small batch runs up to high-volume requirements.
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